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This pneumatic dent puller gives you the power and flexibility of a slide hammer without marring finish with welding or drilling body panels. Pneumatic control creates a very powerful vacuum, making it easy to pull most of the dents from the panel. Instantly removes most of the dents without damaging the catRequires an air compressor - no drilling, welding or sanding is required4
in. and 5 in. Rubber cups for dentsUrethane air supply hoses are small and large with check valves This dent puller does not repair damage from gravel or hailstones. $13.59 $13.59 $16.99 $16.99 $64.97 $64.97 $105.00 $105.97 Visit the help section or call us $13.59 $13.59 $16.99 $16.99 Visit the help section or contact our Complete set of hammer slides and pullers designed to
remove bushings, seals, sleeves, bearings, or pressed bolts. All a complete set of accessories make the sliding hammer and puller set ideal for pulling dents in the body of the car. Set includes 2 lb. sliding hammer, handle bar, jaw adapter, two jaw puller, set of 2 small jaws, set of 2 large jaws, screw adapter, slide screw, square hook, puller hook, cone rod and 2 pieces of locking
pin.2 lb. throwing iron sliding hammerKnurled grip with removable barsBlack oxide coated shaft to withstand rust repair dents and dents from the comfort of your own garage with removable barsBlack oxide coated shaft to withstand rust repair dents and dentsok from the comfort of your own garage with removable barsBlack oxide coated shaft to withstand rust repair dents and
dents from the comfort of your own garage with removable barsBlack oxide coated shafts to withstand rust repair dents and dents from the comfort of your own garage with removable barsBlack oxide coated shafts to withstand rust repair dents and dents from the comfort of your own garage with rust repair dents Dent repair kits including glue pistols, dent lifters, bars with wing
nuts, adhesive sticks, release agents and finishing tools. No more expensive fillers, paints or body shop bills. No need for paint or fillerEasy to useCompletely safe 2 Many people out there are going to a nearby garage or local body store to remove a small dent from their vehicle. If you've ever done this, you'll know that it's expensive. Spending that kind of money on this little task is
no small job at all. In this case, a good or best dent puller can help you. With the help of a dent puller, you can easily remove the dent from your beloved vehicle, and it won't cost you anything. Nowadays, you will find different types of dent pullers on the market. Find a dent puller for you a little difficult, especially if you buy it for the first time. That's why I'll review some of the best
dent pullers for small and large dents. Top 7 Best Dent Pullers Short ReviewIf you're looking for a versatile dent suppressor kit, then this is the one for you. GLISTON has been providing this kit tool for a while, and people love it. It comes with all the tools and features you need to remove the dent from your car. Main featureIt comes with 24 different size dent pull tabs. In addition,
you will get 10 PC glue sticks to remove dents. And its yellow Glue Stick is a stronger viscosity making it the perfect choice for the harder parts of your car. On the other hand, a black glue stick is perfect for softer parts of your car. And this glue stick within 5-8 minutes for your 100w glue gun, and the adhesive cooling time is less than 3 minutes. This is a great time for dent repairs.
Its soft silicone bottom keeps the oil paint protected when removing dents. Not only in the car, you can also use this toolkit on other surfaces such as small door dings or hail damage as well. And for easy use, it comes with a full manual. PROSMaximum appeal. Made of lightweight and strong aluminum. Padded feet for paint protection. Tab glue pro. Stick glue pro. Including
consno bags. You should buy a glue gun. Our verdictOverall, this is a great product to have for anyone who wants to keep his car safe from dents. It's more powerful, suitable for softer and harder parts of your car, easy to use, and comes with all the features a good dent puller removal kit should do. So you can buy it with full confidence. Check Latest Prices2. ARISD Paintless
Dent Repair Puller KitThe ARISD Paintless Dent Repair Puller Kit is one of the best less dent paint pullers on the market. This kit will save you a lot of money to pull dents or remove hail. Also, it will save you time as well. You can now fix the dents and greetings yourself with the help of this amazing tool kit. Main featuresIt comes with an amazing design. Hammer bar size t uses a
lever type design. This design makes it suitable for working not only on cars but also on motorcycles, refrigerators, or even washing machines. In addition, this t bar dent puller has a 16 pc professional tab. You can use this tab against various dents. And the best part is that you can customize tabs based on your demands. That means no matter what the size of the dent, you can
use this tab to remove the dent. When it comes to materials, this effective puller dent kit is made of high carbon tempered stainless steel. This ensures durability. In addition, it displays durable rubber and plastic, but at the same time, do not hurt the surface of your car. CONSTRUCTION PROSSturdy. Soft rubber for surface protection. Easy to use. Effective design. Customizable
tabs. CONSNot suitable for larger dents. No bags. Our verdictOverall, this one is a simple but effective kit for your car. Anyone interested in having a toolkit that will help him fix dents or hail on different surfaces can keep it at home or his car. Are you interested in repairing your vehicle or other items? If so, buy this one. Check Latest Prices3. Manelord Auto Body Repair Tool
KitManelord is a brand that offers repair tools in the market. In addition, they provide a variety of tools that can make your difficult and awkward job easy and easy. Manelord Auto Body Repair Tool Kit is such a versatile tool. Main featuresI need to talk about the design first. It offers an ergonomic design with a unique curved bridge that allows you to adjust the space and rotate it
around it to better fit the dent. The handle has a polygon design that makes it suitable for easy repair of car dents. It comes with 5pcs of different sized glue tabs. I know this is less than two products before. However, this is enough for your task. With this tab, you can fix dents of different sizes. And lastly, it's less paint. That means it is designed in such a way that it will remove the
dents of your car for sure, but it will not damage the surface or color of your car. PROSSimple and ergonomic design. Easy to use. Paint less repair. Different size tabs. CONSNot is suitable for metal surfaces that have a thin more than 1 mm.Glue and glue gun are required. Our verdictSave your time and money with this incredible toolkit. You can remove dents as well as come
from pros with this kit. And if you don't know how to use this kit, don't worry at all. You will have a detailed manual for this. So overall, it's one of the best dent pullers you'll find on the market. So what are you waiting for? Place an order now and repair your damaged car to make it look new. Check Latest Prices4. Super PDr Best Dent Pullers KitIf you are looking for the perfect
option to remove dents that will help you find dents, eliminate different sized dents, dent levels and ultimately improve better than this Super PDr Dent Puller Kit is for you. It has all the features you are looking for from a dent puller. The main feature One comes with a different puller dent. Bar t is perfect for fixing large dents where a bridge dent can fix the best medium-sized dents.
The gold dent puller eliminates the best small dents, and the lineboard helps you find a small dent. In addition, it comes with a pervel pen and flattens the hammer for better repair. Along with that, a high quality design with high quality materials will surely satisfy you. The silicone bottom ensures paint protection when repairing. And it is best to use versatile as well.
PROSVersatile.Perfect for big, small or medium dents. Easy to use. Silicone. Professional design. CONSPlastic glue tab. No bags. Our verdictOverall, this one is the best so far. You can choose this one for your car repair for sure with full confidence. Check Latest Prices5. Best Dent Pullers Kit Gliston AutoAnd the last of this list of best dent pullers is the Gliston Auto Dent Puller
Kit. It is a versatile and effective dent puller as well. With so many of its features, it became a top-rated puller dent in the industry. The main featureI was designed in such a way that it is able to eliminate large dents and High quality metal materials make it super durable. On the other hand, the rubber bottom ensures full safety of your paint or car body. It comes with a professional
glue stick that will help you achieve your goals easily. In addition, the dent removal tab can be customized so you can remove different sizes of dents. Dan Dan You can use it for several purposes. It's not just fixing cars; can repair other items such as motorcycles, refrigerators, and washing machines as well. PROSVersatile.Easy to use. Effective design. Customizable tabs.
Consour verdictThis is the last but not the least. It has all the kits and features you need to successfully fix all your car dents or other surfaces. So, if you are a smart person, you will definitely like this one. Check Latest Prices6. Yoohe Suction Cup Dent PullerYOOHE suction cup has a separate state that is very easy to handle. This suction cup conveniently descends vertically with
a handle to lift the black suction cup item. The compact design of this suction cup is another best part of this suction cup dent puller. You can easily handle it because its compact design is perfect. Yoohe cup dent puller is easy to move in any kind of clean surface object. Before moving the suction cup dent puller this confirms that the diameter of the bottom suction cup should be
smaller than the flat surface cup. These high quality surface cups are built by aluminum alloys and bottom suction cups made by complete natural rubber. This 200lbs heavy suction cup is amazing with a bottom diameter of 4.7 inches. Check Latest Prices7. Mophorn Stud Welder Slide Hammer Dent PullerMophorn hammer dent puller is lightweight and the hand grip is very easy
to use. This dent puller comes with the necessary variant buttons and accessories. If you want to save time and energy when using a puller dent, it is the perfect choice for you. If something convenient for easy maintenance in the automotive industry, this dent puller is amazing. Thermal protection is another important thin puller to dent up to 95 degrees is the breaker for this dent
puller. It has a heavy duty shear hammer and is made by cast iron which has a sliding weight and a comfortable grip. The complete accessories kit is a great thing for this dent puller. When you think about the deformation of elastic metal you can buy this dent puller without hesitation. Check Latest PriceTips dent PullerGlue PullGlue pull requires flue to put anything on and after that
pull out the dent. Slides are a popular pull in glue pull pull. Slide-HammerWhen you need to draw more power to a heavy straight body you need a slide-hammer. It's easier so I recommend it for beginners. BridgeIf you have any idea about the screw mechanism, then it's perfect for you. It has several support legs that will be installed in the flat bar. GoldenBridge and golden dent
pullers are used vertically. Golden dent puller is easier then bridge dent puller. Dent pullers have trigger type handles instead of screw mechanisms and foot support. CupSuction Suction Cup is not a mechanical dent puller but it is still popular and effective to remove dents. Push from BehindPush from behind dent puller is another great puller used for pointless dent remover. Just
push the rod from behind the back panel and remove the dent. FAQQ: how to fix a small dent in the car? A: You can use common household items to remove small dents in the car. As you can use a vacuum cleaner and bucket to fix a small dent. Just make a small hole in the bucket's bottom side. Put the bucket on top of the dent now just use a vacuum cleaner over the hole and
turn on the vacuum cleaner. After a few minutes check the dent is fixed. You can also use a hairdryer, plunger and boiling water to remove small dents. Q: how to remove dents from car door panels? A: Just a few steps, Moisten the dent with water and dish soap, gently pull the plunger. Open the door and take it away and touch the back side gently and check the dent is also
removed. Q: how to use suction cup dent puller? A: Pull the suction cup to a dent and move to the side when it is loose and once the dent pulls out. Q: Do Dent Pullers Really Work? A: Dent puller works well, even dents are very large for size and it doesn't matter. Final SayThese are some of the best dent pullers for small dents &amp;amp; in the market. You know, a good dent
can turn your dent experience interesting, and at the same time, it can save you a lot of money. People who own cars have to face this dent problem, and for them, a dent puller can be a very useful tool. All smart people should have a dent puller so they can remove the dent at any time. I'm sure you like your car. If you like your car, this is the time you buy a puller dent and use it
when necessary to keep your vehicle dent-free all the time – best luck. Also Read: * Best Car Battery Testers * Best Electric Pressure Washers for Cars * Best Windshield Repair Kits
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